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International Women’s Day (8 March) is an occasion marked by women’s groups around the world. This date is also commemorated at the United Nations and is designated in many countries as a national holiday. When women on all continents, often divided by national boundaries and by ethnic, linguistic, cultural, economic and political differences, come together to celebrate their day, they can look back to a tradition that represents at least nine decades of struggle for equality, justice, peace and development.

3:45pm
Welcome:
Denise Medeiros

Introduction of International Women’s Day:
Aspasia Vlachou

Guest Speaker:
Ambassador Linda Tarr-Whelan

Reading of the 2010 Honorees:
Rebecca Vincent & Denise Medeiros

International Women’s Day Celebration Honorees 2010

Stephanie Ahrendt
Dayna Alexander
Anabel Aliaga-Buchenau
Mary Lynne Calhoun
Tara Cavalline
Susan Cernyak-Spatz
Celine Chen
Betsy Cochran
Doren Cook
Erika Erdmann
Lina Garcia
Jeena George
Victoria Grimm
Regina Guyer

Shanti Kulkarni
Alexandra Lemos Zagonel
Jae Hoon Lim
Elizabeth Manieri
Kathy McCurdy
Leiu McCutcheon
Debra Myers
Marie Noiset
Nancy Pfingstag
Lisa Rashotte
Connie Rothwell
Diana Rowan
Bethany Salyers
Sarah Shanks
Rebecca Hallatschek  Rosa Stephens
Dodie Hart      Nelda Tatum
Jen Hartman     Fatima Tauqir
Yvette Huet    Shelly Theriault
Min Jiang   Cindy Torrence
Vanna Kealy  Alexandra Tsvetkova
Marcia Kennard Kiessling  Allie Wall

Special thanks to our co-sponsors, the Office of International Programs & the Multicultural Resource Center and to the International Women’s Day Planning Committee